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1. TNTR~DuCTI~N 
For a set A denote by (f) the set of subsets of A of size k. A matroid 
M defined on (i) is symmetric if for every permutation rc: A -+ A, and every 
H c (i), rank, H = rank,,, rc( H). Here, rank, H denotes the rank of H in M. 
We regard (i) as the complete k-uniform hypergraph on A, and subsets 
of (2) as k-uniform hypergraphs. Thus, M is symmetric iff every two 
isomorphic k-uniform hypergraphs on A have the same rank. If M is 
symmetric then, clearly, the sets of bases, flats, independent sets, etc., are 
invariant under isomorphism of hypergraphs. 
Denote by N the set of positive integers. For a positive integer n put 
[n] = { 1, 2, . ..) n>. From now on we assume that A = N or A = [n], for 
some n 2 k. We call a symmetric matroid on ([:I) a symmetric (k, n)- 
matroid, and a symmetric matroid on (F), a symmetric k-matroid. For a 
symmetric k-matroid M and n > k, denote by M, the restriction of M to 
([:I). The matroids (M,, n> k) are symmetric and compatible; namely: 
Every circuit H in M,, regarded as a k-uniform hypergraph with r vertices, 
is a circuit in Mi, for every i > r. (Conversely, every compatible sequence 
(M,, n > k) of symmetric (k, n)-matroids is the sequence of restrictions of 
a unique symmetric k-matroid M to ([:I), n 2 k.) For a symmetric 
k-matroid M, denote by rM(n) the rank of M,. The function TM(n) is the 
growth function of M. 
In this note we study symmetric matroids and their growth functions. 
Several classes of symmetric matroids are described in Section 2. Among 
them are the cycle-matroids of complete graphs, simplicial matroids, and 
matroids which arise in rigidity theory. As was shown by Schmidt [14], 
there are uncountably many distinct symmetric 2-matroids. Yet, the 
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symmetry condition imposes severe restrictions. We prove that the growth 
function rM(n) of every symmetric k-matroid M coincides, for sufficiently 
large n, with a polynomial. We call this polynomial the growth polynomial 
of M and denote it by PM(n). 
A special class of hypergraphs, the class of shifted hypergraphs, plays an 
important role in this work. The partial order <p is defined on (T) as 
follows: For S, T E (y ), where S = {i, , i,, . . . . ik} < and T = { jl, j2, . . . . j,} <, 
S 6, T if i, < j,, i, < j,, . . . . i, <j,. (Here, S = (iI, . . . . ikl( < means that 
S= {iI, . . . . ik) and i,< ... < ik.) Shifted hypergraphs are hypergraphs 
whose edges form an initial set of (r ) with respect to the partial order <,,. 
(Shifted graphs are also called “threshold graphs.“) 
The paper is centered around two constructions. In Section 3 we 
associate to every symmetric (k, n)-matroid M a k-uniform shifted 
hypergraph H(M) E ( [;t-I). Roughly speaking, H(M) is a lexicographically 
minimal basis for i&f. In Section 4 we construct for every k-uniform hyper- 
graph G with n vertices a symmetric (k, n)-matroid M(G). If J is a shifted 
hypergraph then H(M(J)) = J. 
In Section 5 we give a complete description (of Kruskal-Katona type) of 
growth functions and growth polynomials of symmetric matroids. The 
proof is based on the results of Sections 3 and 4. 
Two symmetric matroids M, and M, are similar if for every shifted 
hypergraph H, rank,,(H) = rank&H). This is denoted by M, - M,. 
(Clearly, two similar symmetric matroids have the same growth function.) 
In Section 6 we prove: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let M,, M,, M, ... be an infinite sequence of symmetric 
k-matroids. 
(i ) Suppose that every independent set in M, + 1 is independent in Mi, 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . (In other words, the identity map on N is a weak map 
from M, to Mi, ,, see [17, Chap. 17.1; 18, Chap. 91.) Then for some s, 
M,~M,+,N . . . . 
(ii) If every closed set in Mi+ 1 is closed in M,, for i = 1, 2, . . . (i.e., the 
identity map on N is a strong map from Mi to M; + , , see [ 17, Chap. 17.1; 
18, Chap. 8]), then for some s, M,=M,+, = . . . . 
My interest in symmetric matroids was motivated by their applications 
to extremal problems. Several applications to extremal hypergraph theory 
are given in [lo]. A typical application goes as follows: Prove that every 
circuit of some symmetric k-matroid M contains a certain configuration F, 
and conclude that every k-uniform hypergraph with more than r,,,,(n) edges 
contains F. In some other cases, lower bounds for the number of edges of 
hypergraphs with certain properties follow from computing their ranks 
with respect to some symmetric matroid. Compare [12, 81. 
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There are several interesting open problems and directions for further 
research. Perhaps the most interesting topic is: To what extent can 
non-isomorphic graphs be distinguished by computing their ranks with 
respect to some symmetric matroid? 
Another intriguing question is whether every similarity class JZ of 
symmetric matroids contains a maximal element M, in the sense of weak 
maps: For every matroid ME & and every independent set A in M, A is 
independent in M,. 
There are several natural possible extensions of symmetric matroids. The 
general problem is the study of matroids on a set A which are invariant 
under a large group of permutations of A. Some extensions are routine, 
while others (such as a q-analog of symmetric matroids) are yet to be 
explored. Extensions of symmetric matroids to geometric graphs in Lovasz’ 
sense [12], may also be quite fruitful. 
We make the following convention. For integers n and k, k > 0, we define 
(;)=(n(n-l)...(n--k+l))/k!, also (E)+=max((t),O). 
2. EXAMPLES OF SYMMETRIC MATROIDS 
The basic example of a symmetric matroid is G,, the cycle-matroid of the 
complete graph on n vertices; see [ 17, p. 28; 18, Chap. 11. The sequence 
(G,, n 2 2) is compatible. We call the corresponding symmetric 2-matroid 
the full graphic matroid, and denote it by G. 
Many other examples exist. For every p which is either 0 or a prime 
number, the simplical matroids C:(p) (see [3; 5; 4, Chap. 61) are sym- 
metric (k, n)-matroids, n > k > 2. (The definition of simplicial matroids 
depends on the characteristic p of the coefficient field.) For fixed k and p, 
the sequence (C:(p), n 2 k) is compatible. Denote by Ck(p) the corre- 
sponding symmetric k-matroid. For every prime p, C2(p) = G. For every 
k 2 3, and p #q, C”(p) # Ck(q) but C”(p) N Ck(q). The rank of a simplicial 
matroid is given by rank(CE(p)) = (;I i). 
There are classes of symmetric matroids which have a purely 
combinatorial definition. For integers k > 0 and a 2 1 - 2k, define a 
2-symmetric matroid Mk, r with growth function kn - a, as follows: A graph 
G is independent in Mk,. if for every subgraph H of G, e(H) > ku(H) + a. 
Here, o(G) and e(G) are respectively the numbers of vertices and edges of 
G. This definition is due to White and Whiteley [19]. Special cases were 
considered by several authors [ 1, 141. (Note that M,, _, = G.) 
Another basic example is defined as follows: Let Z, k, and n be integers, 
n > k 2 I > 0. Let F be a field of characteristic p, and let V be the vector 
space of all formal linear combinations of Z-subsets of [n] with coefficients 
in F. To each set SE ( [I’) associate a vector u, in V which is the formal 
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sum of all I-subsets of S. This defines a symmetric (k, n)-matroid denoted 
by O:‘(p). It is well known that rank O:‘(O) = min((;), (i)). The rank of 
O:.‘(2), was computed by Linial and Rothschild in [ 111. Richard Wilson 
subsequently computed the rank of O:,‘(p), for every p # 0 [21]. O:,‘(O) is 
called the even-cycle matroid [6, 15, 221. Furthermore, O:‘(2) = G,. 
Important classes of symmetric matroids arise in rigidity theory. See [ 18, 
Chap. 11. Given an injection $: N -+ [w “, the structure matroid (or rigidity 
matroid) R$ is a matroid on (y ), whose circuits are minimal graphs having 
a non-zero stress with respect to the embedding II/. Denote by R, the struc- 
ture matroid in the case where $ is a generic embedding into [Wd. R, is a 
symmetric 2-matroid and its growth function is (I) - (“ld). (We also have 
R,=G, R,=IW,.-~.) 
Many further interesting examples of symmetric matroids can be found 
in [l, 10, 14-16, 201. 
3. SHIFTING 
We define two linear orders on (F) which extend the partial order 
defined in Section 1. The lexicographic order cL on (T ), is defined as 
follows: For S, TE (T ), S <L T if min( S AT) E S. The reverse lexicographic 
order cRL, on (T) is defined as follows: For S, TE (T), S cRL T if 
max(S AT) E T. (Here, SAT= (S\T) u (T\S).) 
We consider in this section a class of matroids which strictly contains the 
class of symmetric matroids. As before, A = N or A = [n], n 3 k. A matroid 
A4 defined on (2) is quasi-symmetric if whenever G is a shifted subset of (;“) 
and G’ is isomorphic to G (as a k-hypergraph), then rank, G = rank, G’. 
Construction I. We associate now to a quasi-symmetric matroid M on 
(;) a shifted subset H= H(M) of (f). For SE (F), define P-(S) = 
{TE(!): T< RL S> and P(S) = P-(S) u (S}. Let M be a quasi-symmetric 
matroid on (i). For B c (i) write rank(B) instead on rank,(B). Define: 
A 
H=H(M)= SE k 
i 0 
: rank(P(S)) > rank(P-(S)) 
We prove that H is shifted. Let S, TE (;), S cp T, and S$ H. We show 
that T$ H. Put m = max T. Define a permutation rr: A + A by the following 
conditions: (1) z(i) = i for i> m, (2) the restriction of rr to S is the order- 
preserving bijection from S to T, and (3) the restriction of rc to ([m]\S) 
is the order-preserving bijection from ([m]\S) to ( [m]\T). 
Since S$ H, rank(P-(S)) = rank(P(S)). We show that rank(P-(T)) = 
rank(P( T)). As is easily seen, z(P-(S)) G P-(T). Therefore, it suffices to 
show that 
rank((T} urr(P-(S)))=rank(rc(P-(S)). (3.1) 
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The sets P-(S) and P(S) are shifted. Since M is quasi-symmetric 
we have: rank(P-(S)) = rank(rc(P-(S)) and rank(P(S)) = rank(rc(P(S)) = 
rank(x(P-(S)) u {T)). (Remember, z(S) = T.) Since rank(P-(S)) = 
rank(P(S)) we obtain the required equality (3.1). 
For a shifted subset H of (F), put fH(n) = IH n ( [tl)f. 
F’ROP~SITION 3.1. Let M he a quasi-symmetric matroid on (T), and let 
H= H(M). Then for every n > k, rM(n) =fH(n). 
Proof: Let P be an initial subset of (F) with respect to the reverse 
lexicographic order < RL. It follows immediately from the definition of H, 
by induction on 1 PI, that P n H is a basis of the restriction of M to P, and 
therefore rank P = (Pn HI. Clearly, ([:I) is initial with respect to cRL. 
Therefore, r,,,,(n) = rank( [:I) =fJn). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a symmetric k-matroid. Then there exists a 
polynomial PM(n) such that for sufficiently large n, r,,,,(n) = P,+,(n). 
Proof: Let H be a shifted subset of ( F). A subset SE (7 ), for some j d k, 
is a basic set for H if the following condition holds: For every set R E ( k!j), 
if min R > max S, then S v R E H. A basic set of H which is minimal with 
respect to inclusion is called a generator of H. It is easy to show that the 
set of generators of H, denoted by G(H), is finite. Now, 
(3.2) 
Let H = H(M). Put PM(n) = P,(n) = CsEGCHj (“;Y~~\s’). For n > 
max{m:mESEG(H)} we have TM(n) =fH(n) = PM(n). 
Remarks. (1) The reverse lexicographic order cRL can be replaced in 
the above construction by any linear extension cx of the partial order cp. 
Starting with a quasi-symmetric matroid M this yields a shifted subset 
H,(M) such that for every P E ( 7) which is initial with respect to cn, 
rank P = (P n H,(M)/. Clearly, if M, - M, then for every linear extension 
cn of the partial order, H,(M,) = H,(M,). 
(2) Every symmetric matroid on ([:I) can be regarded as a sym- 
metric matroid on (J?:). For a subset X of ([;I) define the blocker of 
X, B(X) by SE B(X) iff [n] \S# X. It is easy to see that if X is shifted then 
so is B(X). Consider a symmetric matroid M on ([:I), and let M+ be its 
dual matroid (see [17, Chap. 2; 18, Chap. 5]), regarded as a matroid on 
(,[l!). Thus, X_c ([:I) is a basis of M iff B(X) is a basis of M+. (See [18, 
Theorem 5.2.61.) M+ is clearly symmetric and H(M+ ) = B(H(M)). 
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4. A CONSTRUCTION 
Let X=(X~)IG~G~,IG~Q~ be an n-by-n complex matrix. For S and T in 
(Cl]) let X,, be the minor which corresponds to the k rows of X indexed 
by the members of S and the k columns of X indexed by the members 
of T. That is, if S= {ii, i,, . . . . ik}< and T= {j,,j,, . . . . jk}<, then Xsr= 
det(Xi~j,)l~s~k,I~t~k. 
Let H and J be subsets of ( [:I). Denote by X(H, J) the matrix 
Gf.sT)SeH,TEP Here, the rows and columns of X(H, J) are ordered by the 
lexicographic order on ([;I) (or by any other fixed order). If H= J= ([:I) 
then X(H, J) is called the kth compound of X. 
Construction II. Let X= (x~), G iC n, i G jG n be a “generic” n-by-n com- 
plex matrix. That is, x~, 1 < i, j < n, are n2 transcendentals, algebraically 
independent over the field of rational numbers. For G c (‘I]), define a 
matroid M(G) on (‘;I) as follows: B c ([:I) is independent in M(G) if the 
rows of X(B, G) are linearly independent. 
Since {xii} are generic, M(G) is a symmetric matroid. 
Let H be a shifted subset of (F), and let H, = HA ([:I), n > k. The 
symmetric k-matroid M(H) is defined by the compatible sequence of 
symmetric (k, n)-matroids, (M( H,), n 3 k). 
THEOREM 4.1. M(H) is a symmetric k-matroid and H(M(H)) = H. 
We need the following fact, which is of some independent interest. For 
lGS<nn, Put xs=(xij)l<i<s,I<j<s. For a shifted family J in ([;I) and for 
1 <i<n, define Ai( ~(SEJ: i~S}l. Put %,+,(J)=O. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let H and J be shijied subsets of ([;I) such that 
IHI = JJ(. Then 
i 
0 if HZ J, 
det(X(H, J))= n (4.1) 
,Jjl (det(Xi))(“‘(‘)~“‘+i(J)) if H = J. 
The case H = J = ( [:I) is a well-known formula of Sylvester. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let X=(X~),~~~~,~~~~~, be a diagonal 
matrix. Then det(X,,)=O for Sf T and det X,,=n (xii: in T). 
Therefore, if H # J, det(X(H, J)) = 0. The matrix X(J, J) is diagonal 
and its determinant is given by n {n {xii: i E T} : TE J} = nT=, xj(-‘) = 
n:=, (det(Xi))(‘l(J)-ll+l(J’). 
Next we show that both sides of (4.1) are changed in the same way when 
the following elementary operations on X are performed: 
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1. Multiplying a row or a column by a scalar U. 
2. Adding the ith row [column] to thejth row [column] for some 
i 4 j. 
For Operation 1 note that upon multiplying the ith row [ith column] 
of X by u both sides of (4.1) are multiplied by u’~(~)[&(~)]. 
For Operation 2 note that by adding the ith row to the jth row, det X, 
is left unchanged for every s. In the left side of (4.1), every row which 
corresponds to a set S in ( [;I) is not changed, unless j E S and i 4 S. In this 
case the effect on the Sth row of X(H, J) is to add to it the Rth row, where 
R=S\{j}u {i}. But REH since His shifted. 
A generic matrix X can be transformed to a diagonal matrix by repeated 
applications of Operations 1 and 2. Thus, (4.1) holds for a generic matrix 
and therefore for an arbitrary matrix as well. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is easy to see that (M(H,), n >k) is a 
compatible sequence of symmetric matroids. Put J= H(M(H)) and J, = 
Jn ([El). If J# H then J, # H, for some n. By the construction of J it 
follows that J,, is a basis of M( H,) and therefore, det(X(J,, H,)) # 0. This 
contradicts Proposition 4.2. 
Remarks. (1) The same construction can be carried out over any 
characteristic. This yields a different class of matroids for every charac- 
teristic. 
(2) For H={SE(~): YES}, M(H) is the simplicial matroid C?(O). 
For H = {SE (F): S n [k] # a}, M(H) is the k-hyperconnectivity matroid 
as defined in [lo]. 
(3) Let X be an n by n matrix such that every minor of the form 
XCk, T is non-zero for every k and every Tc [n] such that (T( = k. Let J 
be a shifted subset of ( [:I). Then the matroid M,(J) defined above is a 
quasi-symmetric matroid, and H(M,(J)) is equal to J. M,(J) is sometimes 
not symmetric. 
(4) Let G be a k-uniform hypergraph with n vertices. H(G) = 
H(M(G)) is a shifted subset of ([:I) and the operation G + H(G) is the 
algebraic shifting operation defined in [9], (See also [a].) Proposition 4.2 
shows that this algebraic shifting operation keeps fixed every shifted 
k-uniform hypergraph. 
(5) The construction G + M(G) defined in this section has the 
following compatability properties: 
(A) If G’ E G” then M(G’) is a quotient of M(G”). That is, every 
closed set in M(G’) is closed in M(G”).) 
(B) M(B(G)) = M(G)+. 
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5. GROWTH FUNCTIONS AND GROWTH POLYNOMIALS 
A subset H of (T) is L-initial if H is an initial subset with respect to the 
lexicographic order ( -c~). Put A, = ([;I)\( r”; ‘I). A shifted subset H of (T) 
is weakly L-initial if H n A,, is an initial subset of A,, with respect to the 
lexicographic order, for every n > k. 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) Let M be a quasi-symmetric k-matroid. There is a 
weakly L-initial subset H of (7) such that for every n 2 k, TM(n) = fH(n). 
(ii) If H, and H, are two distinct weakly L-initial subsets of(T) then 
fH, #f&. 
(iii) For every weakly L-initial subset of ( y) there exists a symmetric 
k-matroid M with TM(n) = f”(n), for every n 2 k. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let M be a symmetric k-matroid. Then there is an 
L-initial subset J of (T) such that P,(n) = P,(n). If J, and J2 are two 
distinct L-initial subsets of (T) then PJ, # P,. 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 characterize growth functions and growth polyno- 
mials of symmetric matroids. They can be characterized in a more explicit 
way. 
Let H be a L-initial proper subset of (F). It can be shown easily that 
there are non-negative integers m, = 0, m,, m,, . . . . mk, which satisfy 
mi- 1 <mi<n-k+i+ 1, 1 d i < k, and G(H) = uf= 1 Gi, where for 
1 <idk, 
Gj=({m,,m2 ,..., mi-I,t}:m,~,<t<mi}. 
This gives 
(5.1) 
Theorem 5.2 and formula (5.1) give 
THEOREM 5.3. A polynomial p(n) is the growth polynomial of a sym- 
metric k-matroid ifs either p(n) = (It), or else there exist non-negative integers 
mO=Oj ml, m2, . . . . mk, whichsatisfymi-,<mi<n-k+i+l, l<i<k,and 
An explicit description of growth functions is given at the end of this 
section. 
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In order to prove Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 it is necessary to show that for 
every shifted subset HG (F), there is a weakly L-initial subset of (T) with 
the same growth function and an L-initial subset of (z) with the same 
growth polynomial. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (sketch). We construct, for every shifted set H in 
([I’), a weakly L-initial set J in ( [;I) with the same growth function. Define 
i(n) = fJn) - fH(n - l), n > k. Let .Z,, II 2 k, be the family’consisting of the 
first i(n) sets in A, with respect to the lexicographic order cL. Define 
J= Unak J,. Clearly I.Zn ([;])I = fJn). 
Claim. J is a shifted subset of (T). 
ProojI Let ZE ( k rn- ” ) be a shifted family of sets. Put I0 = Z n A, _ 1. 
There is a unique maximal (with respect to inclusion) shifted subset 
I+ c ([;I) such that I+ n ( rn i ‘I) = I. In fact I+ depends only on I, and is 
given by I+ = Zu I,, where 
Z,={S\fn-i}u(n}: {n-~,n-~++,...,n-1}cSEz,}. 
It is easily seen that if I,, is initial with respect to <L in A,_ i then I, is 
initial with respect to cL in A,. The claim would follow if we can show 
that II+ ( is maximized when I,, is an initial subset of A, _ i with respect to 
cL. This is, in fact, known (and quire easy). It is implicit in [7] and 
explicit in [2]. This completes the proof of part (i) of Theorem 5.1. The 
second part is obvious and the third part follows from the construction of 
the previous section. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2 (sketch). Let J be a weakly L-initial subset of 
(T). The set of generators of .Z of size less than k is the set of generators 
of an L-initial subset H, of (F). If J has r generators of size k, let H be the 
L-initial subset of (F) obtained from H, by adding the first r sets of size 
k, with respect to cL, which are not in H,. Then fJ(n) and f”(n) differ 
only in a finite number of places. 
We conclude this section with an explicit description of growth functions. 
For integers k, n, and h, 0 < k < n and h < (II), h can be written uniquely 
in the form 
where m,=O, m,, m,, . . . . mk are integers which satisfy mi- 1 < mi < 
n-k+i+l, l<i<k. Define 
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THEOREM 5.4. f(n) is the growth function of some symmetric k-matroid 
iff the following conditions hold: 
(1) f(n)=Ofor n<k. 
(2) Put i(n) = f(n + 1) -f(n). Then Ug- ,(i(n)) B i(n - 1). 
The derivation of Theorem 5.4 from Theorem 5.1 is routine and is 
omitted. 
6. CHAINS OF SYMMETRIC MATROIDS 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let P be a partially ordered set. Recall that P is 
well-quasi-ordered if for every infinite sequence p,, p2, . . . of elements of P, 
there are i and j such that i < j and pi < pj. 
For a partially ordered set P, let SP denote the set of finite subsets of P, 
ordered as follows: A -C B if there is a l-l map from A into B such that 
a <f(a) for every a E A. A well-known lemma by Higman (see [ 133) 
asserts that if P is well-quasi-ordered, then so is SP. 
Now (F), ordered with the partial order, is clearly well-quasi-ordered. It 
follows from Higman’s Lemma that the set of finite shifted k-hypergraphs 
ordered by inclusion is well-quasi-ordered. 
Let M,, MZ, . . . . M,, . . . be an infinite sequence of symmetric k-matroids, 
such that every independent set in M,, , is independent in Mi, i = 1,2, . . . . 
It is easy to see that if the theorem fails then there is, for every j, a shifted 
dependent set Kj in Mj so that Kj is independent in Mi, for i < j. Since 
finite shifted k-uniform hypergraphs are well-quasi-ordered it follows that 
K, E Kj for some i< j. But then Kj is dependent in Mi, a contradiction. 
Part (ii) follows from part (i) and the following fact. For two distinct 
matroids M, and M,, if every closed set in M, is closed in Mr, then 
rank(M,) < rank(M,). 
Remark. By Schmidt’s construction [14], it is possible to find an 
infinite sequence of distinct symmetric 2-matroids M, , M,, M,, . . . . such 
that every independent set in Mi+ i is independent in Mi, i = 1,2, . . . . 
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